Taysols Named 2022 Power of the Platform Winner by OneStream
Sydney, Australia, May 27th 2022 – Today, Taysols, a trusted advisor in corporate performance
management, is pleased to announce they have been recognised as a Power of the Platform Award
winner by OneStream at the 2022 Splash Global User Conference and Partner Summit. The Power of
the Platform Award recognises the top four OneStream implementation partners who have truly
extended the OneStream platform for customers over the past year across North America, Latin
America and APAC.
OneStream provides an Intelligent Finance Platform for the modern enterprise that simplifies and
aligns corporate performance management processes such as financial consolidation, reporting,
planning and analytics. OneStream's platform can easily be extended with over 50 financial close,
planning and analysis, and productivity solutions. OneStream's annual Splash conference brings
together finance experts, OneStream staff, customers and partners from around the globe to learn
about new innovations, share best practices, review customer successes and gain hands-on training.
"We are honoured and delighted to receive the OneStream Power of the Platform Award," said Jayson
Hammond, Managing Director of Taysols. "I thank our wonderful team for their continued effort and
dedication in delivering this outstanding project, our clients for their support, trust and belief, and
OneStream for making this possible. This award is a testament to what is possible with the right
consultancy behind the OneStream platform for Finance and beyond."
"We are thrilled to announce Taysols as a 2022 Power of the Platform Award winner," said Stephanie
Cramp, Senior Vice President, Global Alliances at OneStream. "This award highlights our dedicated
partners, who serve as trusted advisors that go above and beyond to deliver customer success,
allowing customers to unleash the power of finance through the OneStream platform and drive long
term growth".
Headquartered in Sydney, Taysols are trusted experts in the delivery of OneStream, with a proven
history of assisting leading organisations in streamlining and enhancing their financial and enterprise
performance.
Taysols has aided large ASX and privately owned Australian organisations in replacing their aging
HFM, SAP BPC, TM1, Hyperion Planning, and other legacy EPM solutions with OneStream. Taysols has
delivered numerous landmark OneStream solutions, including; Australia's first OneStream
deployment, a OneStream solution that has been recognised as one of the most comprehensive
Planning solutions globally with the CIMIC Group, and now winning OneStream's Power of the Platform
award.
Taysols is also the only authorised OneStream Training partner in Australia and has delivered the most
OneStream implementations in the region, ensuring clients enjoy unprecedented expertise and
support for their OneStream solution.
For all enquiries please contact: Ben Tesoriero, +61 400 883 431,
BTESORIERO@TAYSOLS.COM.AU or INFO@TAYSOLS.COM.AU
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About Taysols
Founded in 2002, Taysols is a leader in Enterprise Performance Management and Business Analytics
with over 500 engagements for public, private, and international organisations. Taysols is also a Gold
level partner of OneStream, with five years of OneStream implementation experience replacing client's
aging systems like SAP BPC, HFM and IBM TM1, streamlining their Financial Close, and enhancing an
organisation's Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting capabilities.
Taysols is also the owning founder of the Solantic Group, a global enterprise performance
management (EPM), business intelligence and managed services provider. Solantic offers
organisations a wide variety of options for hosting, support, managed services and implementation,
backed by service level agreements specifically structured for EPM and understands the nuances of
financial close and budgeting/forecasting cycles. Visit WWW.TAYSOLS.COM.AU for more.

About OneStream
OneStream provides a market-leading intelligent finance platform that reduces the complexity of
financial operations. OneStream unleashes the power of finance by unifying corporate performance
management (CPM) processes such as planning, financial close and consolidation, reporting and
analytics through a single, extensible solution. We empower the enterprise with financial and
operational insights to support faster and more informed decision-making, all in a cloud platform
designed to continually evolve and scale with your organisation.
OneStream is an independent software company with over 950 customers, 200 implementation partners
and 1,100 employees, our primary mission is to deliver 100% customer success. To learn more visit
HTTP://WWW.ONESTREAMSOFTWARE.COM.
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